
     There aren’t words that can fully describe what it’s been like to lead and serve this Coalition for the last 9 years. I can
certainly say it’s never been boring or easy or simple! Not one day has been exactly the same as the one that came
before it. We have seen major shifts in the not only the politics, social systems and security situation in Haiti – but also
day-to-day life. What constitutes “normal” has changed dramatically. 
     The opportunity to learn and partner in the midst of all this turmoil has been humbling. These last few years have
been inspirational and maddening, all at the same time. Together we’ve kept our clinic doors open - providing life-
saving healthcare to patients despite their ability to pay. We’ve trained Haitian principals and teachers to transform
children’s lives through quality education.  We’ve equipped community leaders to be changemakers for the Haiti they
dream of.  This Annual Report summarizes what you helped make possible in 2023 - thank you. 
     During the first half of 2024, I will be transitioning to a new position that will take me away from CCH. I’m confident
that by working together, we’ll navigate this change just like all the others - with creativity, thoughtfulness and the
understanding that this ministry is so much bigger than any one of us. We’ll keep you updated as we progress and
would certainly appreciate your prayers. 
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2023 was another year with soaring
inflation and many hardships in
Haiti. The solar panels that CCH
installed previously at the Clinics
and Program Center continue to be
a prudent investment. With
gasoline hard to find, having
alternative electrical power has
been key to CCH’s success. We give
thanks that the Primary Care and
PT Rehab Clinics were open every
day as scheduled in 2023! 
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530 hygiene kits
distributed to
school students,
in conjunction
with lessons from
school nurses

CCH Clinics provided
over 17,000 patient

consultations (9,950 in
Primary Care and 7,080

in Physical Therapy)

17,030

There are 3,471
students and 171
teachers in  11
schools that
partner with CCH -
all benefit from
teacher trainings
and CCH resources

3,471

In partnership with the
Haiti Response Coalition,
1,000 households
received cash assistance
for earthquake recovery.

1CCH operates the one and only Physical
Therapy Clinic in Jacmel, Haiti - serving a
population of approximately 340,000 people.

The Next Transition

CCH Executive Director, Clark Seipt

446 children received
free dental check ups
and fluoride treatments
at CCH partner schools.
104 were identified to
receive follow up care.

446

1,000
530

* These financial figures are not yet audited.

Impacts Revenue
$865,328 127 teachers trained at CCH seminars

Thousands of patients treated at CCH
healthcare clinics 
67 community leaders trained at CCH
seminars on agriculture & leadership
602 kids fed lunch each school day 
530 kids seen by doctors for health check
ups at their school
170 kids attended summer camp 
2 nurses trained to start vaccinations
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Education
Kristen Haynor (left) is a Neurodiversity
Specialist volunteering remotely with
CCH partner schools. Haitian teachers

consistently request professional
development on how to identify
atypical learners and adapt their

classroom environment to individual
student needs. “The way [Principal
Mariline Francois] (middle) carries

herself allows you to meet her at that
level. It makes you better at your own

work,” says Kristen.

“The lesson I learned in 2023 is: Don’t be afraid to try a new thing -
even if it makes you uncomfortable at first.”

 - Lourdemie Eugene, CCH Clinic Coordinator

Here are the top 3 things you helped accomplish!

A new community partner joined CCH
to improve sanitation. 15 latrines were
built in partnership with leaders in
Savanne du Bois. This improves health
for the 16,625 residents there.

CCH laid the groundwork for expanding
services in healthcare (vaccinations &
dentistry) and education (increasing the
number of teacher trainers). Services will
continue to expand in 2024.

CCH Primary Care and Physical Therapy
Clinics stayed open to treat patients even
during protests and supply shortages.
Patient consultations increased by 6% in
2023 even though patients faced greater
obstacles getting to our clinics.

200

Healthcare 
Our staff go above and beyond for
the people we serve. One patient
showed up at the Primary Care
Clinic out of breath, needing an

inhaler. She was in tears when we
didn’t have the medicine she
needed. Clinic Coordinator,

Lourdemie Eugene sent her home
on a moto taxi and then started
making calls. A few hours later,

Lourdemie delivered the medicine
(with a hug) to the patient’s house.

Community Development
CCH hosted 3 Community

Development trainings in 2023. One
farming co-op president said, “The

training we had on project
development led us to start a little

project with the group on
producing millet. Another CCH

training on how to evaluate projects
helped us get more people involved
and grow more millet. Thank you so

so much CCH! You always make
what’s best for us your priority!” 
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